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MAXSPLIT™ PILL SPLITTER WITH PUNCHER INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

1.  With the splitter on a solid, flat surface, open splitter and place blister pack pill side up, centered over the keyhole.

2.  Close and press the lid with slight pressure to push pill through blister pack. The pill will be punched out of the blister and through 
keyhole into a compartment. Remove the empty blister package.

3.  Lift the splitter, open the compartment 
cover and there you will find your pill. Continue 
to splitting steps on page 2 for splitting pill.

OPTIONAL: The Pill Puncher feature can be used to aid in removing pills from medication packaging.
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CLEANING: Wash in warm water being careful not to directly contact the sharp blade. Rinse 
and allow to air dry prior to using.

Note: The puncher will work with many types of packing but not all. The type of 
package and pill size and shape can greatly affect the puncher function. Some 
packages may require additional pressure on the splitter lid and require good 
alignment.
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MAXSPLIT™ PILL SPLITTER WITH PUNCHER INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

1.  With the splitter on a flat solid surface, open the lid and insert a pill into the U-shaped holder. The holder can hold round and oblong pills of 
various sizes. The rubber insert lining the U-shaped area will help keep pill in place during splitting.

3.  Open and remove split pill, leaving any 
remaining in the storage compartment. 
Should you need to split pill again, repeat 
steps 1-3.

2. Once your pill is in position, close and press lid to split pill.
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SPLITTING PILLS
WARNING: Avoid direct contact with the sharp blade. Keep splitter and medication out of reach of children. Consult your physician or 
pharmacist prior to splitting pills.

CLEANING: Wash in warm water being 
careful not to directly contact the sharp 
blade. Rinse and allow to air dry prior to 
using.

Split various shapes 
and sizes of pills.

PILL SPLITTER
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